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ABSTRACT
THIS IS NOT A THESIS
MAY 2021
NIMA NIKAKHLAGH, M.F.A., DEPARTMENT OF ART
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Jeff Kasper
Reading the book Perform or Else by Jon Mckenzie along with the social distancing, isolation
and all the ongoing challenging and forced experiences of the 2020-21 Covid-19 pandemic era,
on one hand, and my interests in performance art and physicality, on the other hand, made me
think how can I create a work that represents an image of the body, the concept of action, and
the idea of togetherness which are all essential for performance art, and/or for any performance.
All art disciplines combine theory and practice in order to depict the relationship between
bodies, art, and education, and as history proves, theory is always intended to be put into practice.
The theoretical and practical in this written thesis begins with its title This Is Not a Thesis; continues
by furthering the idea of Perform or Else, asking instead Thesis or Else; and goes on to serve its
purpose of being a theoretical concern, a narrative, a genre in and of itself, an exercise in authorship,
and furthermore, function as a documentation of documentation of my art – performance –
practice. The series of written pieces, performances (rejected proposals), and images (documents)
compiled here are meant to create a space between authorship and performance art. This Is
Not a Thesis demonstrates the rejection and acceptance of the same thing at the same time.
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INTRODUCTION
what represents what

"The death of interpretation is to believe that there are signs, signs that exist
primally, originally, really, as coherent, pertinent, and systematic marks. . . . The life of
interpretation, on the contrary, is to believe that there are only interpretations."1

Let’s imagine a triangle. Each point depicts the relationship between bodies, art, and education.
There are also two circles, which overlay the triangle, that demonstrate two complementary
movements within the triangle. These two circular movements, which we can call culture, take
place in two directions at the same time: one, the theoretical, and the other, the practical. As
history proves, theoretical culture, on one hand, is always intended to be put into practice.
Practical culture, on the other hand, means to be the condition of the theoretical. One could
say that bodies—through languages—are also and always caught up in a cycle. Considering
this, the same movement is happening in what you are about to encounter: the theoretical and
practical movements in this written thesis begin with the very act of naming the functions of
art and education.
All the achievements of political artist-activists (aka the artivist)2 have been a step towards
mirroring invisible and visible oppression. Artivisits must continue “to fight and struggle against
injustice … by any medium necessary. The artivist merges commitment to freedom and justice
with the pen, the lens, the brush, the voice, the body, and the imagination.”3 We should need
then, for this end, to create a facility—an environment supportive of opportunity—to resist
oppression, and with it, to put into practice the act of creation—an act of emancipation. This
is the power of art as language. The facility, here, as this aesthetic argumentation represents, is
the theoretical-practical appearance of the function of art in education.
Now, imagine a gallery, a room, a classroom, an office, with one or more desks, with one or
more chairs. You are reading something. This Is Not a Thesis. In the first place, this is an object, an
artistic object that is recognized as an MFA thesis. Just as an art object that is only an object of
representation at the beginning, along with many other things, and then, it will be transformed
into an art object—a thing—by being presented in official places such as galleries, museums,
festivals, a published artist’s book, etc. This happens during, and happens through, a process of
becoming.
“Thing, in its most general sense, is interchangeable with ‘entity’ or *’being’ and is applicable
1

to any item whose *existence is acknowledged by a system of ontology, whether that item
be particular, universal, abstract, or concrete. In this sense, not only material bodies but also
properties, relations, events, numbers, sets, and propositions are—if they are acknowledged as
existing—to be accounted [as] ‘things.”4 What is in your hand is simply a thing. This thing is a
subject-object (a person-thing) volume “in which it is used to denote a subject of consciousness
or experience.”5 It is, arguably, a written document that officially plays its role as a thesis, hence,
the title and the position of it are set within a specific frame. This thesis presentation is an
opportunity for a Master of Fine Arts student to be officially identified as an artist in the real
world. The role and the purpose of this thesis or any thesis—as a graduation requirement—is to
recognize an art student as an artist. Thus, I am an artist. Therefore, I am not only a student, but
I am also a student-artist. In the meantime, I believe that all artists are, and will remain, students
of art even if they are not officially recognized as such.
As Foucault describes, “[c]ontradiction could exist only between two statements, or within
one and the same statement.”6 As its title reveals, the effacement of word-relationship and the
juxtaposition of two lines (this is not a thesis—a thesis presented by…) are the center of this
thing (thesis). One escapes from, and the other returns to, its double purpose: its subject, and
functionality. Art = Aesthetic Education = We = I = A Work of Art = A Thing. And it perhaps
includes the criticism around them.
To emphasize the function of art in education and to focus the audience’s attention by the
very act of naming, the title of this work uses the possibility of repeating the same words in
different statements with different directions, and as Foucault would contend, “profits from the
extra richness of language that allows us to say different things with a single word. The essence
of rhetoric is in allegory.”7 This Is Not a Thesis demonstrates the rejection and acceptance of
the same thing at the same time. Hereupon, this proposed thesis book serves its purpose of
being a theoretical concern, a narrative, a genre in and of itself, an exercise in authorship, and
furthermore, functions as a documentation of documentation of my art—performance—
practice.
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TOWARDS AN MFA
Image-text

3

Towards an MFA, image-text, 2018
4

Towards an MFA, image-text, 2018
5

Towards an MFA, image-text, 2018
6

Towards an MFA, image-text, 2018
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BODIES, LANGUAGES, TRUTHS
Instruction for the public:
Take me if you wish.
Feel free to make use of me, in whole or in part, in any way you wish.

8

Bodies, Languages, Truths
Contactless participatory performance
Nima Nikakhlagh
Spring 2021 (performed)

Location involved: Public space in the center of cities (Amherst, Boston, New York City…)
Materials: 300 half letter size published books
Performance arrangement: All books are hung freely using twine (on bulletin boards, at cross
walks, on security gates…) or simply left on a surface (tables, counters, benches, seats on a
bus…) in suitable places in public space in a way that draws the attention of passers-by.
Duration: It will take a couple of weeks or so for the artist to install all books throughout the
cities. The duration of participation of the piece remains unknown – the piece is active as long
as the books are in circulation.
Description: the artist is going to leave the printed books for unknown people in public spaces
to be taken, read, written on, distributed, and shared with others in order to bring about
spontaneous movement by more circulation, and therefore more action. This performative
book art is a combination of different art disciplines such as poetry, visual art, and typography.
It is meant to blend creative writing, philosophy, and social consciousness, and uses "Language"
as a tool to utilize text to make a statement and draw out emotion. There is an instruction at the
beginning of each book that informs the audience that they are allowed to take the book with
themselves, and there is also another instruction at the end of the book that asks the reader to
make this object useful in any way they choose or to simply pass it along.

9

Untitled (Bodies, Languages, Truths), performance still, 2021, photo by Kathryn Fjeld
10

Scan Me, QR Code, 2021
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BODIES, LANGUAGES, TRUTHS
“Art is the impersonal production of a truth that is addressed to all.”8

Childhood is a sedimentary experience that can be re-extracted. Bodies, Languages, Truths—
which borrows its title from Alain Badiou, who states “there are only bodies and languages,
except that there are truths”9—is an exercise in joining poetry and performance art in a
participatory literary framework. This experimental book, as an attempt in a strict alternation
between action and writing, is a universal reference to the polluted political climate that governs
the whole world [the earth]. In Bodies, Languages, Truths, we face two worlds. Two worlds that
are side by side but at the same time are so far apart. Two worlds next to each other but in
opposition to each other, just like paradise and hell. This juxtaposition exhibits the subject of
this work that allows us to build radical questions. On one side is a childhood and on the other
is the world of adulthood. By “adult”, I mean a grown-up with a full experience of afflictions and
sufferings, friendships and enmities, dishonesty, gentleness, and brutality under the shadow
of the manipulated definitions of Life, Love, Beauty, and Truth, that a child learns through time.
As nineteenth century French historian Jules Michelet observed, “The child is the interpreter of
the people. What am I saying? He is the people itself, in its native truth, before it is deformed;
the people without vulgarity, without rudeness, without envy, inspiring neither defiance nor
repulsion.”10 Hence, a child becomes a product of time, in fact the norm of the contemporary
world, a postmodern human being that “in the regime of the ‘power of life’, is a slightly sad
animal, who must be convinced that the law of the body fixes the secret of his hope.”11 To
Badiou, “in order to validate the equation existence = individual = body, contemporary doxa12
must courageously absorb humanity into a positive vision of animality. Human rights are one
and the same thing as the rights of the living. […] This materialism is therefore a materialism of
life. It is a bio-materialism.”13
For me, the moment of the collision of the two worlds—childhood and adulthood—is the
moment when the invisible becomes visible—the truth—the reality of our lives even if we still
ignore that truth. Furthermore, such a self-confrontation and the lived experience of personal
trauma carried within us, along with the hegemony of world politics, brings us to the point
of critical thinking and decision-making; the moment that we have to choose between two
things: the status quo and change, continuity and discontinuity. The former, is the living body
12

in the dilapidated world sans any resistance, the latter is the same body, but thinking of the
possibilities of something new in an old world, a new body.
There is an importance to knowing the original image of this work comes from a real situation:
a living contradiction at home. There is an ‘adult’ and a ‘child’ in shared time and space, living
next to each other but far apart. There is one body and language pit against another body and
language. In this ‘home’ that I ironically liken to the contemporary world, bodies and languages
are constantly facing each other. It refers to the world of childhood and the world of adulthood
with two different times in the sense of history. Consequently, the image that emerges from the
collision of these two associated objects (bodies and languages) is a vacant space that keeps
us between the two things: paradise and hell. I recognize this void as the potential moment
to choose, regardless of the law of theology, but with regard to a materialistic society and
its possibilities of discontinuity—disobedience—in the context of socio-political resistance/
activism. Perhaps, it is time for me to define this moment, in my artistic practice, as the moment
of choice. Conceivably, it is room to depart from ‘what is’ towards ‘what can be’. It is the possibility
of a change in the world in which we live. Thus, this moment is available to each human being
to grasp, to realize it in the act, and bring it into actuality, if there is any desire for it. That is to
say, that we—bodies and languages—have the power to accept or not to accept something.
In Agamben’s words “each potentiality to do something is at the same time potentiality not to
do something.”14 For instance, as a poet has a potentiality to write but also not to write, a living
body may or may not become a site of resistance. The moment of choice illuminates that the
human body has the power to choose, and this choice can open the door to new possibilities
for him/herself and for others.
A child’s nature, and consequently his or her behavior, changes radically after visiting
the world of adulthood. A child’s nature adapts to, and is influenced by, the political world,
and specifically institutionalized education. The concept of freedom for an adult bears no
resemblance to their experience of freedom in childhood. To put it bluntly, it should be said
that this childhood freedom is such an economic, social, and political metamorphosis, that it
can no longer regain even the freedom that has been experienced; freedom from skin color,
freedom from religion, freedom from nationality and nationalism, freedom in expression,
freedom from capitalism and politics. It is politics whose bloody clutches do not free the throat
of contemporary man even for a moment. One shall never forget that children are the future
people who have always been transformed by the unrecognizable long-term programming
(reproduction process) of the political system. So why shouldn’t we oppose all that deprives
our right to life.
What does it mean “to live”? In what space do we live? When do we live? Let us agree, to
achieve the true meaning of life and happiness. To be free, one must first critique the confusing
and distorted use today of the words life and freedom; a life that is hard to distinguish from
images serving a neoliberal agenda, a tempting version of capitalism. To be free, one must seek
a life that does not value contemporary democracy’s non-stop free-market promises, circulated
every single day through social media, television, newspapers, urban spaces, banks, stores,
insurance companies, etc. To be truly free, one must thwart an eternal misguidance that is the
dominant cultural ideology, an everyday lie. There is an old saying: the bigger the lie, the easier it
13

is to believe. Our life is progressively adulterated by commercial messages and indirect gestures
of marketeers, digitalization, and even by wars of all kinds. It is a fact that as soon as we leave
our homes, we are bombarded by commercial advertising showing ideal versions of ourselves.
So why shouldn’t our force of resistance and invention be to distinguish between ‘being alive’
or ‘to live’, and also to criticize the system that governs our lives? This radical criticism of the
paradoxical reality of our lives can make us face the importance of Everyday Resistance. “The
concept of the “everyday” in everyday resistance is necessary to understand in contrast to the
extraordinary or, […] the “spectacular”. [It] connects the everyday to “patterns”, thus, something
that is repeated in the lives of people, however, not necessarily literally “every” day.”15
This is the emptiness of the contemporary human life that thinks they must still wait for
‘Godot’ and read ‘Rhinoceros’, the Rhinoceros that is supposed to be an allegory of a sheep.
This invisible truth—the disappearance of the content of life—that no one wants to talk about
today—is the seed of this participatory project. It is true that although we cannot prove the
diminishment of life, we can observe it. As Badiou exposes in his critical philosophy, “[w]e will
never understand what constrains us and tries to make us despair, if we do not constantly return
to the fact that ours is not a world of democracy but a world of imperial conservatism using
democratic phraseology. What is there to say about today’s world? A solitary power, whose
army single-handedly terrorizes the entire planet, dictates its law to the circulation of capital
and images, and loudly announces everywhere, and with most extreme violence, the Duties
and Rights that fall to everybody else.”16
Philosophy universally shines its light on the dark side of human existence for illumination
and ‘the potentiality to act’ by extracting philosophical concepts, referring to the origin of
words and meaning, and returning to the root of things (objects and subjects). Poetry aims to
accomplish ‘the potentiality of speaking’ by its ambiguity to not simply say what it is saying. This
literary-performative work (both philosophical and poetic) attempts to revive the sedimented
childhood experiences and to recall the forgotten free world—that has not only been lost, but
has even lost its importance—by turning the gaze from outside to inside, and by leaving a free
space and time for social encounters to observe reality.
By observing, we can declare the fact that the world of adulthood is the unconditional
end of all freedoms. Certainly, I am not talking here about the distorted freedom—a neutral
freedom17—that the democratic political apparatus has designed for humanity (of course not
inalienable but conditional): the freedom that is summed up in free sexuality, technology, job,
money, free political elections, etc. I am speaking frankly of the freedom that is not of the order
of the political system’s governing bodies and languages. I am speaking of a freedom that does
not depend on dominant power. A freedom that does not require war and economic lobbying.
A freedom not just to be alive but to live. A freedom from fear. Like the free body of a child, an
inherent freedom is a “Freedom [that] is not a category of elementary life of bodies. Freedom is
a category of intellectual novelty, not within, but beyond ordinary life.”18
Included within this experimental book art are a number of blank—free—pages; this empty
prospect is a place for the readers—the audience—to perform, to act, to participate, in other
words, to choose. This is where the truth comes into play, the emergence of the truth-body in
the work, in the real world, in real-time and space.
14

Untitled, still-life performance, 2019, photo by Kathryn Fjeld
15

For me, art is the result of a kind of
restlessness that always changes
from one thing to another, and
each time, in any form, creates its
own discipline and says everything
that it has to say regardless of the
interest of any particular person
or group, or mainstream fashion.
Art is the only possibility that can
make us see something that has been
nearly invisible before, and make the
impossible possible, unusual usual.
Indeed, the effect of this kind of art
is like clearing windows or removing
dark glasses from the eyes, which
frees our imagination and thoughts,
and emancipates our senses and other
powers.
16

Untitled (self-portrait), photo-performance, 2019, photo by Niki Nikakhlagh
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P-U-B-L-I-C-S-P-A-C-E
belongs to everyone and no one
“The public isn’t a fixed entity, but rather a process or mode of interaction that is available
to all.”19

Let us assume P-U-B-L-I-C-S-P-A-C-E is a physical-non-physical environment that we all use
in some way as a link between our private and personal spaces. In other words, it is a social
architecture that connects us from one point to another, from here to there. I look at P-U-B-LI-C-S-P-A-C-E as a connector; an opening for unknown-people with diverse social and cultural
backgrounds to face each other and create a shared moment in our real lives. Such one-on-one
confrontations in street-level P-U-B-L-I-C-S-P-A-C-E creates the opportunity to interrupt the
passers-by from their path and throw them into an encounter with art. It involves the gazing
spectator as a social actor and forces them, at that very moment, to emancipate themselves
from their role as viewers and make their own decisions in relation to the artwork. This is what
I believe Rancière means when he said, “[t]hat is what the word ‘emancipation’ means: the
blurring of the boundary between those who act and those who look; between individuals
and members of a collective body.”20
Before we proceed, let us first consider two forms of encountering a work of art, a
performance: planned and accidental. Sometimes we consciously plan to go and see a work
of art or participate in an art event. In this state of mind, the trained part of the mind—the
educated mind—is automatically activated and preparing us in advance along the way to
encounter something. This is a fact. We as art audiences prepare ourselves for engaging with
art. In this case, whether we participate in the artwork/performance or not, we have consciously
placed ourselves as a spectator. We are prepared to use our knowledge to confront the work
and to understand it, thus, arguably, our knowledge, and perhaps even our judgment, will be
placed ahead of our experience of the work.
Sometimes we are faced with something unusual. We encounter it without any prior mental
preparation. It is completely unexpected and accidental. It hits us in everyday moments like
when we are on the way home from the supermarket. This means our feelings, our physical,
bodily, experiences, form the basis of our perceptions of the work. This is in sharp contrast
to the belief that the basis of our perceptions of art are the product of thoughts and certain
knowledge. Our experience is visceral rather than logical. As Kester describes, “Knowledge is
reliable, safe, and certain as long as it is held in mono-logical isolation and synchronic arrest.
18

As soon as it becomes mobilized and communicable, this certainty slips away and truth is
negotiated in the gap between self and other, through an unfolding, dialogical exchange.”21
This type of encounter—accidental—becomes part of our life story. It occurs when our
feelings, our sensations, form the basis of our perceptions of the work rather than our prepared
educated mind. This very moment can be based on direct dialogue or an internal connection
that will be born through the work. This spark that originates outside causes a self-encounter
inside, a moment of reflection, and at the same time, a social engagement at the street level of
P-U-B-L-I-C-S-P-A-C-E. “Most historical participatory art (thinking from the avant-garde to the
present) has been staged within the confines of an art environment, be it a gallery, museum,
or event to which visitors arrive predisposed to have an art experience or already belonging
to a set of values and interests that connect them to art. While many SEA [Socially Engaged
Art] projects still follow this more conservative or traditional approach, the more ambitious
and risk-taking projects directly engage with the public realm—with the street—the open
social space, the non-art community—a task that presents so many variables […].”22 With this
stated, I shall declare that participation refers to individual and/or collective behavior in the
moment of confrontation with the work, and it does not necessarily imply being involved with
parties, associations, institutions, or communities. “There are as many kinds of participation
as are participatory projects, but nominal or symbolic interaction cannot be equated with
an in-depth, long-term exchange of ideas, experiences, and collaborations, as their goals are
different.”23
“The critical moment is, precisely, the moment of the splinter, the shattering. Critical is
derived, of course, from crisis. It is defined as a turning point, an interruption, a change in
quality.”24
Additionally, according to the accidental encounter mentioned above, interruption, in P-U-BL-I-C-S-P-A-C-E without any prior mental preparation, allows passers-by and spectators to
experience the work first, then inviting them to re-read and reflect on the work based on their
own experience over time. Moreover, this strategy of art-making and presentation encourage
a sense of equality and redirects power to the public. This is the philosophical concept of
emancipation. To use the words of Jacques Rancière, “we do not have to transform spectators
into actors, and ignoramuses into scholars. We have to recognize the knowledge at work in
the ignoramus and the activity peculiar to the spectator. Every spectator is already an actor in
her story; every actor, every man of action, is the spectator of the same story.”25 By presenting
work in P-U-B-L-I-C-S-P-A-C-E, the audience’s experience will forge ahead of their certain
knowledge and perhaps their ethical judgment. This is unlike an audience’s experience in a
planned encounter with art. This altering of ‘participation’ can help us to reconsider our notions
of participatory project, the performer, the audience, the public, equality, and the performance
itself. Furthermore, it allows us to test any possibility of participation and flexibility that can
change something of the world we live in both in the space of art and beyond it.
For me, situating the work in P-U-B-L-I-C-S-P-A-C-E is planting the seed that we as people
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can interrupt routine and interfere with social norms and habits. This approach aims to draw
people’s attention to their sensitivity, responses, perspectives, and at the same time, to create
another opportunity to face reality while railing against reality and letting reality seep into
the artwork itself. It seems essential to bring the work of art—the power of taking action—to
the street in order to reflect on ourselves and to think about who we are and how we behave,
specifically now at the beginning of the entry to the post-pandemic era. I describe this as a
’critical and experiential moment’ in my artistic practice to increase the presence of the audience
and make a direct connection with people in P-U-B-L-I-C-S-P-A-C-E for a restricted amount of
time. The work itself can serve as a mirror and leave the spectators with personal questions. It
might even open another window for both of us.

P-U-B-L-I-C-S-P-A-C-E-A-N-D-T-I-M-E
“What is time? If no one asks me, I know what it is: if someone asks me, I no longer know.
[…] the moment that passes between posing a question and receiving a reply is marked by
both risk and possibility: the risk of doubt and uncertainty, and the possibility of an opening
out to the other.”26
The use of P-U-B-L-I-C-S-P-A-C-E-A-N-D-T-I-M-E lets me experiment with the length and
duration of the work in different ways. It also lets the audience have a different experience of
the work. More importantly, the urban environment organically reflects the real speed of daily
life. If the actual fast-paced nature of our lives is not visible through our body, it is, truly and
automatically, moving in our mind, influencing our thoughts and our behavior. Penetrating the
audience’s thoughts and creating a distance, at the very heart of time, between them and the
world that governs them, in reality, is essential for any possibility of change. This is integral to
generating a more active type of spectatorship. These little moments have the power to turn
into a gesture and underline an important part of the work. It is imperative to use P-U-B-L-IC-S-P-A-C-E-A-N-D-T-I-M-E as a critical place to directly redirect people’s awareness of sociopolitical issues. “The critical moment proposes a before and after or a wavering on the cusp
of those two moments.”27 This is what art can do in the here and now: to provoke people, to
raise crucial questions by engaging them. Of course, people can walk away, but how far? That’s
a sensational question. As Sholette would contend, “critical art is an art that aims to produce
a new perception of the world, and therefore to create a commitment to its transformation.
This schema, very simple in appearance, is actually the conjunction of three processes: first,
the production of a sensory form of ‘strangeness’; second, the development of an awareness
of the reason for that strangeness and third, a mobilization of individuals as a result of that
awareness.”28
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An Image of Confusion, performance still, March 2021, photo by Kathryn Fjeld
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SEMI—FINISHED PIECES
You may stand still and read this piece.
You may sit in a yoga position and read this piece.
You may remain in the position that you are already in and read this piece.
You may deny it.
You may accept it.
Yet
You have the power to burn this piece, or close it and never open it again.

When only half of the piece is made, the other half has to be completed by someone else (the
audience, strangers, the police, and likely infinite possibilities). Is this not like life itself? It is life
itself. Sometimes it can be more political, sometimes not. Occasionally, it could be something
completely different, just like the differences between us humans and our lives. These semifinished pieces themselves shape the aesthetics of my work. In fact, the aesthetic of my work is
that it is semi-finished.
When the work is incomplete, it means that it can transform into a different thing. It can go
in any direction. A semi-finished piece has the meaning of freedom and the absence of control
embedded in it. At the same time, it can always maintain its freshness, whether in the most
ideal, or in the most unexpected state of possibility. In any case, the important thing is that it
continues on its way of becoming.
We have all experienced long road trips. As drivers, we can choose the destination and
the route, and each of us may enjoy our chosen path with its scenery. We are present at every
moment, every image, and above everything, we have our own story that we are following, and
we are making. Now often on a long trip, an accident can change the entire course of the story.
That accident is nothing but an event in the very moment, or rather it is not a pre-made scene
in (our) lives, whereas we (the drivers) are those makers of the pre-determined and expected
parts.
Indeed, the new experiment for me in this chapter, as I’ve learned, is to drive just halfway. And
then, from that point onwards, I would give up the car and my role as driver to let unexpected
events happen. From that moment, I would become more a participant for the rest of the way.
I am not so much interested in either points A or B. I am much more interested in what is in
between the two, and allowing the real moment of life—not the aesthetically reconstructed
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moment—to interfere with my work and its impact. I am interested in the process. By “process”
I mean “unfinished”. This is when things are not yet ready and when they are still raw and fresh.
The collage of writings that constitute this work begins like this: It starts with me and ends with
us. It is a series of muted images with the continuous sound of a train moving on the rails over
and over, crossing our minds in every direction. It occupies a brief moment in between our
birth and our death. Yes, it could begin this way, right here and now, between you and me, at
the time of Covid-19.
Right now, while you are looking at these words, just know that I have no idea what I am
doing. But as I imagine you are reading this piece, I invite you to imagine that I am chopping a
hundred pounds of red onions.
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DESCENDING
Instruction for the public:
You may take one.
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DESCENDING
Durational performance
Nima Nikakhlagh
Fall 2018 (proposed)
Location involved: in front of the Metropolitan Museum, New York City, NY.
Materials: mailing envelopes, letter size printed copy papers, and my body.
Performance arrangement: a pile of mailing envelopes is placed at the bottom of the stairs of
the museum. All envelopes are printed-off with the performance info at the top left corner and
inside each is my written words printed on a copy paper. There is also a sign next to the pile that
says: “You may take one.”
Description: my action is getting to the top of the stairs, step by step, then falling my body from
the top to the bottom over and over again. I will repeat this action until all envelopes are gone
through the passers-by.
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i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs
i`m counting the stairs

you may count the moments
you may count your breath
you may count your blinks
you may count your heartbeats
you may count your hairs
you may count your fingers
you may count your steps
you may count the man
you may count the walls, streets or stop signs
you may count the dead ends
you may count the gods
you may count the colors
you may count the rulers
you may count the right
you may count the left
you may count the political prisoners
you may count 12345678987654321
you may count the injured
you may count the killed
you may count the refugees
you may count the peas
you may count peace
you may count senses
you may count nonsenses
you may count the rich
you may count the broken bones
you may count the stairs
you may go to the stars
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I thought that only artless people die
but the truth is something else
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Yes, it could begin this way, repeated from story to story, building to building, street to street.
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He has two antagonists: The first pushes
him from behind, from his origin. The
second blocks his road ahead. He struggles
with both. Actually the first supports
him in his struggle with the second, for
the first wants to push him forward; and
in the same way the second supports
him in his struggle with the first; for the
second of course forces him back. But it
his only theoretically so. For it is not only
the two protagonists who are there, but he
himself as well, and who really knows his
intentions? However that may be, he has
a dream that sometime in an unguarded
moment – it would require, though, a night
as dark as no night has ever been – he
will spring out of the fighting line and be
promoted, on account of his experience of
such warfare, as judge over his struggling
antagonist.29
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I’LL DANCE WITH YOU IN THE WIND
Instruction for the public:
Take your individual flag.
Write your words.
Hang your written flag on the wall.
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My shirt is a flag of freedom
fluttering on the clothesline;
light and liberated
From the body’s bondage.30
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I’ll dance with you in the wind
Public art installation-performance
Nima Nikakhlagh
Fall 2018 (proposed)
I’ll dance with you in the wind is an interactive campus-wide installation that aims to send a
message of peace and unification in a contentious time. It begins with 195 white (blank) sheets,
hung on trees around campus. The 195 sheets represent the 195 nations of the world. The white
sheets (blank “Country Flags”), initially both a blank canvas and a sign of solidarity and similarity,
will fill slowly with the words and messages of our classmates and community members as the
installation progresses. This work will be paired with a piece inside Herter Art Gallery. Visitors
will be encouraged to write their own message on small sheets (blank “Individual Flags”) in
the gallery. At the end of each day, the artist will collect the sheets from the gallery and install
them on the trees. As the trees start to fill with these Individual Flags, individual messages will
start to blur. What will result will be a unified message of campus-wide solidarity. We will come
together, and we will affect change through communication. While each of our messages is
different, we as a whole represent one community, one nation—one Earth.
The space in which this installation will exist, and the time during which it will exist, both
play an important role in the work. A university is a place for freedom of speech, a place for the
free expression of new ideas, a place of research, and a place where young minds go to learn
how to think deeply and engage with the world. As such, it is particularly important to create a
space for these voices to freely express themselves within the open space of the campus. The
project is a kind of Guerrilla publishing piece, in which all those who choose to, can see their
statements released for community consumption.
The hope is the piece will foster dialogue and raise essential questions, and that the blank
canvases — Country Flags—will create a space for statements that visitors may be afraid to make
in more academic settings. The timing of the piece is particularly important. The piece will be
installed on November 5th and 6th, the day before and the day of the mid-term elections. The
gallery opening is on the day after Election Day. Two years ago, at this time, many Americans
felt like their voices hadn’t been heard. The hope is that on the day following Election Day and
the days after, this piece will serve as a reminder that individual voices matter, and that our
strength is most apparent when we join our voices as one.
As with anything released to the public, there is the hope that the focus will be on positivity
and respect, but we cannot ever fully control the actions of others. In order to eliminate the
possibilities of hate speech entering the project either through interaction with the work
in the gallery or through vandalism of the hanging Country Flags, the artist—against the
intention of the piece and solely due to university policy—will run regular checks of the written
contributions. The first check will come as the artist gathers the work from the gallery. Any
Individual Flag containing hate speech will not be installed. The second check will come as the
artist regularly walks the installation throughout the duration of the project. Any vandalized
flag will be removed as soon as possible to discourage viewers from writing on them in any
space outside of the gallery. The classmates of the artist will assist in the regular checks, and
other responsible community members will be enlisted as well.
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I’ll dance with you in the wind
Grad Exhibition Herter Art Gallery
Opening Wednesday, November 7th
Show closes November 28th

Description letter to UMass Public Art Committee (UPAC) for safety purposes:

1- I’m going to hang 195 white (blank) sheets of fabric on trees (“Country Flags” with
dimension 3 by 5 Feet) throughout campus. None of these flags will be touching the
sidewalk or in the path of pedestrians in any way nor will the flags block their vision. I’ll
choose trees which are located in the field or around the pond as well. Also, these flags
will not be hung on high branches. Since there are so many trees throughout campus, I
will pick short branches to be safe and easy to install and de-install. I’m going to punch
the top corners of the flags and install them to the branches using zip ties.
Dates: install—November 5th and 6th
2- Additionally, I’ll install 195 small blank pieces of fabric (“Individual Flags”) inside the
gallery that are removable, and some markers next to it as well.
3- One of the small pieces out of 195 will be already marked by me (My Individual Flag),
and all of the rest of them are blank. I’ll ask viewers during the show to make their own
“Individual Flag” on each small removable-sheet through my statement on the wall.
4- At the end of each day of the exhibition, I will take out all “Individual Flags” that are
marked by viewers in the gallery, and attach them to the blank “Country flags” which are
dancing throughout the campus in the wind.
5- I’ll de-install all flags when the show closes.
Dates: de-install—November 29/30th
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I’ll dance with you in the wind (Individual Flag), image-text, 2018
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I’ll dance with you in the wind (a memory of a kid), image-text, 2020
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Yes, we were walking around in a very, very, very large, seemingly public space, counting and
marking the trees in the yard of a very, very, very large public school (in higher level education),
but essentially private—not owned by the people but owned by the government of the people
—and we were optimistic that we have some rights as people too. We thought we are allowed to
make socially engaged art with the permission of our school principals. We thought we had the
right to hang a colorless (white) and also weightless cloth from the sturdy arms of the trees for
several days and let them dance freely in the wind. We thought this was the land of all freedom,
a free country with free people. We thought we stepped on the land where their children are
said to be the freest children ever in the world, which is the truth, but we didn’t know that the
same children will never be free when they become adults. We thought our schools – here – are,
of course, political but free space to study, research, experience, experiment, learn and grow.
We thought so.
We thought we could create works of art for everyone in this so-called democratic
educational space. We thought we could—BE REVOLUTIONARY—as its life-sized billboards
suggest. We thought we could encourage us to see each other’s point of view through aesthetic
education and to treat our fellow subjects not as means to an end, but as equal speakers. We
thought we could make something like a poetry-performance with/for our community: What
if we would let our sheets, our canvas fabrics, our body clothes, our papers, dance freely in the
wind? What if we could write some words for each other on each other’s sheets, on each other’s
canvas, on each other’s body, on each other’s notebooks? What if we were allowed to read each
other’s words freely? What if we freely criticized each other out loud under the shade of a tree?
Incidentally, this is the most peaceful form of dialogue. Why should we always fight with each
other? Why should we have to meet two dozen principles and committees to get permission to
hang some simple clothes from trees at our school? Basically, why should we ask for permission
concerning the safest poetic act in the world? (And yet be censored.) Why should we have to
go to court, formally or informally, to defend our simple rights and perhaps for everything, our
ideas, our thoughts, our beliefs, and our freedom against them all? Why should everything be
political to the point of death?
I was stupidly optimistic. I applied for the Master of Fine Arts Program in Studio Arts, as an
artist, in order to learn by doing, and was accepted. That meant I must make things and learn
from them. But the reality is something else. I am left with unanswered questions and thousands
of dollars debt to the Federal government as a graduate student of art. It is my reality, reality.
It is a real political issue for young people who are no longer free. I am—we are—not allowed
as graduate students in the department of art to do my—our—research practically by making
art beyond the four walls of the classroom and sharing it with other students, faculty, and the
public to learn from this direct mutual dialogue. Are we allowed? Why are we not allowed to
see our words dance in the wind, in the proximity of the trees like a living sculpture in public
space? Why not? It is my understanding that the university provides—all universities provide—
the forum for public art expression by offering a process for approval of public art installations.
Is that not the case? The answer is like the final scene of a tragic play: none of the two dozen
principles who interrogated me answered my last questions and still remain silent in their
position of power.
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I’ll dance with you in the wind (documentation #1), image-text, 2020
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I’ll dance with you in the wind (documentation #2), image-text, 2020
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I’ll dance with you in the wind (documentation #3), image-text, 2020
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I’ll dance with you in the wind (documentation #4), image-text, 2020
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I’ll dance with you in the wind (documentation #5), image-text, 2020
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I’ll dance with you in the wind (documentation #6), image-text, 2020
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I’ll dance with you in the wind (documentation #7), image-text, 2020
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I’ll dance with you in the wind (documentation #8), image-text, 2020
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I’ll dance with you in the wind (documentation #9), image-text, 2020
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I’ll dance with you in the wind (documentation #10), image-text, 2020
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I’ll dance with you in the wind (documentation #11), image-text, 2020
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I’ll dance with you in the wind (documentation #12), image-text, 2020
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I’ll dance with you in the wind (documentation #13), image-text, 2020
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I’ll dance with you in the wind (documentation #14), image-text, 2020
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It is my understanding that the
university provides—all universities
provide—the forum for public art
expression by offering a process for
approval of public art installations.
Is that not the case?
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In a lecture at Amherst College in 1963,
[JF]Kennedy celebrated the artist as “the
last champion of the individual mind and
sensibility against an intrusive society
and an officious state.” Rather than the
state dictating to the artist, the artist
would educate the state, by acting as an
independent, willfully individual voice of
conscience (“If sometimes our great artists
have been the most critical of society, it is
because their sensitivity and their concern
of justice… makes [the artist] aware that our
Nation falls short of its highest potential”).31
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COLLAPSE
another failure
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Collapse (Agenda), image-text, print on paper, 8.5 x 11, 2019
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Collapse
Sculptural installation-performance
Nima Nikakhlagh
April 2019 (proposed)
Location involved: Haigis Mall, Fine Arts Center
Collapse is a sculptural installation using the following materials: cardboard boxes, reinforced
metal rods (rebar) and concrete. The idea is to have an initial sculpture of a wall, 16 feet wide, 11
feet high, and 2 feet deep, made of cardboard boxes that, after a transition, reveals a secondary
sculpture made of rebar. The rebar sculpture serves as a sort of skeleton first supporting the
initial sculpture, and later containing the remains of that sculpture after its transition.
The installation concerns itself with structure, permanence, erosion, what is seen, what
is unseen, what is revealed by outside forces, uncertainty, decay, and transformation; it is
traditional-sculpture meets Happening. This piece will intentionally deteriorate as a result of
long-term exposure to the elements—the deterioration is the transition from the first sculpture
to the second. Ideally the duration of the installation will be at least 15 days up to as much as
four weeks depending on the weather. The goal is for the materials to be exposed naturally to
rain that will break down cardboard, ultimately revealing the underlying structural supports.
It’s the presence of this support that will keep the installation safe for the public as it contains
the other materials as they collapse.
Aesthetically, the proposed project, as a live performance included performative
installation-sculpture, is a process of “object-making—object-breaking” with a different
concept. Conceptually, this work has many possible interpretations, but all involve uncertainty
and transformation. Some power acts and affects over time; what this power is and what is acted
upon could be any number of things (political will, war, security, climate change, immigrants,
etc.).
Prior to construction of the piece, I’ve decided to take all the cardboard boxes into the public
space over time, and ask people of various ages to write on the boxes, freely, some words about
what life means to them. Then I will use those boxes—art objects—as a result of my interaction
with people, to make the installation in the public space. Moreover, intentionally I want to
make (build) and break the body of the sculpture in the real world, for the public, allowing the
whole process of the work to be seen by viewers-participants in different ways. And finally,
the sculpture will be transformed by the elements (collapsed), disassembled (destroyed), and
collected as garbage to be taken to the junk yard; this destruction and removal will be included
as part of the piece.
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Collapse (documentation of support), image-text, 2019
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Collapse (documentation of calculation not to collapse), print on paper, 8.5 x 11, 2019
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Collapse (wind engineering), print on paper, 8.5 x 11, 2019
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I did mention in my proposal that “conceptually, this work has many possible interpretations…”,
but I never thought the ugliness of the piece in the proposed location would be a case for
keeping the project in the air.

The

proposed work’s approval
is still pending decision
by the UMass Public Art Committee.
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MEETING EMILY DICKINSON

a site-specific interactive installation-performance that merges visual art and poetry

Instruction for the public:
Chose a piece of paper from within the house.
Write your poem.
You may leave your words behind to be read by others.
You may want to take it with you.
You may collaborate with some one else.
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Meeting Emily Dickinson
Installation- participatory performance
Nima Nikakhlagh
August 2019 (proposed)
Locations involved: West Cemetery, Emily Dickinson Museum, and areas between the two.
Components/materials: string, irregular sheets/pieces of paper, pencils
Duration: open (could remain installed and interactive for the duration of the festival, or all day
Saturday, or if necessary, could be limited to 90 minutes and scheduled by the committee)
Description: Meeting Emily Dickinson is an exercise in joining life to art and vice versa. The
installation/ performance is specifically intended to invite people to observe life in a poetic
way—during normal activities—and to use these observations as motivation to write or
otherwise express themselves much the same way as Emily herself did while writing her poetry
on whatever paper was available to her as she went about her daily life. Just as the work aims
to join life to art, it also aims to connect life and death, the artist/poet with all people through
time…even from the grave. In this piece, strings are used to literally show these connections. The
connection between the grave and the house allows for numerous potential interpretations.
The installation creates a direct connection from Emily's grave to her house-museum – from
her life to her death, from her time to the present, from her words to the world. Strings will
be tied to the pencils that are left as tribute at Emily’s gravesite. These strings will then lead
to the museum and wind their way throughout the house ending with each individual string
attached to some irregular piece of paper (different sizes, shapes, perhaps colors); some of the
papers will be blank while others will have one line of the following poem hand-written upon
them; pencils will be provided at the site of each piece of paper.
By following these strings, beginning at any point and ending at any point, the audience is
invited to look at themselves, and the world around them, and encouraged to write their own
words along the way. They can leave their words behind to be read by others, they can take
their papers with them, they can take someone else’s contribution, and in this way, there is the
reminder of anonymity and chance that often accompanies artistic endeavors.
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The present is present. We are here for some reason. We are here to see something. We are
here to observe.
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We are here, right now, to find out where we are going = where we have to be. There is
nothing outside of us.
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There is nothing stronger than us. There is no difference between us. There is a difference
between our beliefs.
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There is a difference between our desires. We are not apart from each other. We are a part of
each other. Look.
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Loooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooook.
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This is us. Only us and no one else.
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FREEING PAPER
Instruction for the public during the event:
Take one printed paper or two.
Write your thoughts, words, or poem on it.
Make a paper airplane from it.
Let it fly to others through the open windows.
Instruction for the public after the event:
Unfold the objects.
Read them, add to them with your own words
if you so choose.
Refrain from flying them within the library —
TAKE IT OUTSIDE.
Free them.
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Freeing Paper
Participatory performance
Nima Nikakhlagh
September 2019 (proposed)
Locations involved: site-specific to the Forbes Library, Northampton, MA, and making use of
both the library’s indoor space as well as the Forbes Library lawn
Components/materials: during the performance itself—laptop, printer, paper, and pencils; after
the performance, for the remainder of the event—artifacts consisting of the paper objects
made by event attendees during the performance, and pencils
Duration: to be scheduled at the Council’s discretion, but ideally the participatory performance
would take place at the most likely time to attract the most community participants, for instance,
the opening reception; it should be allotted not less than 3 hours
Description: Freeing Paper is a participatory event that merges visual art, poetry, and live action.
It is an effort to create a space where a direct relationship between people can occur in the
context of art rather than the more limited relationship between an artist and his/her audience
in a traditional art space. During the performance, a three page poem (uploaded with this
application) will be continuously printed from the artist’s laptop to a printer. These pages can
be read separately and are able to stand alone as single pages, or they can be read as a whole.
People will be asked to write their own thoughts/words/poems on the printed papers, to make
a paper airplane (object) from this paper, and then to share/send/fly their plane outside to
others through the open windows of the library.
One side of each sheet of paper contains my words, and the other side is left blank for
the attendees/participants/actors to contribute their own words or message. In this way, we
will take the seed of thought, add to others’ thoughts, and share our experience of life while
exploring the power dynamic between people.
The performance will end with the action of the artist (me) collecting all the paper airplanes from
the library’s lawn in order to return the space to its original state. The participants’ objects will
be piled in a corner of the gallery (or any other location of the Council’s choosing) as artifacts of
the performance action. There will be a museum label near the pile that informs later attendees
“You can unfold the objects, read them, add to them with your own words, and even take them
when you leave if you so choose, but please refrain from flying them within the library—TAKE
IT OUTSIDE.” In this way the participatory nature of the piece continues after the performance
for the duration of the Biennial.
The idea of beginning from inside, from one action, one place, with individuals extending
the action through time, growing outward into the world, can be viewed symbolically as growth
“from seed to fruition.” Because this work invites active participation throughout the Biennial,
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it continues to be live action far beyond the initial performance. The action of freeing paper—
by flying paper airplanes—allows people to communicate in a poetic way through a playful
activity. In this piece, just as in the process of fertility, the participation of people is required;
this means that if no one acts and/or continues the path of execution, the piece will remain
incomplete. If freedom is desired, the seed of freedom is in the action of people. And fruition,
in any endeavor, is never achieved unless all elements come together and become intertwined.
Some could see freeing (throwing) paper airplanes in a literal fashion as bombing or militaristic,
when here it is about bringing an invitation to action, solidarity and freedom. There must be an
art of action, taking steps—however small—to repair the social bond.
Note: I relinquish any ownership of the materials/artifacts after the initial action; if desired, I
can collect them at the end of the event, but you are also free to do what you will with them
including disposing of them or recycling them.
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Forbes Library-Northampton-Mass, found image, print on paper, 6.5 x 8.5, 2020
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THIS IS US
Instruction for the public:
Room A:
Enter.
Smell.
Eyes closed.
Motionless.
Depart.
Duration: limitless
Room B:
Enter.
Reach up as high as you can.
Write your name.
Feel free to use your native alphabet.
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THIS IS US
Participatory performance-installation
Nima Nikakhlagh
September 2019 (proposed)

Location involved: Herter Art Gallery
Components/Materials: two white empty rooms, a contractor bag, pig blood, and markers
Description: it is a fact that people are being killed every day for political reasons. Even though
wars, mass shootings, torture and all other forms of oppression have nothing to do with
emotion, emotional and psychological consequences always result. THIS IS US is a participatory
performance-installation to show the coexistence of violent action consequence and nonviolent action. It aims to weigh the value, effect, and function of resistance in today’s global
political militaristic environment; as well as to further the cause of non-violent resistance by
putting this emotional result on display.
Room A, has a contractor bag filled with blood hanging from the ceiling; the bag has a tiny hole
in it. The room’s entrance/doorway is covered with transparent plastic. There is a note near the
entrance that informs audience “ENTRY PERMITTED.”
Room B, is completely empty. There are some markers as well as a note near the empty room’s
entrance that informs participants “REACH UP AS HIGH AS YOU CAN TO WRITE YOUR NAME—
FEEL FREE TO USE YOUR NATIVE ALPHABET.”
Duration: the piece ideally requires a minimum of 15 to 20 days in order to collect a good
number of signatures.
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OVER MY DEAD BODY
Instruction for the public:

On one table is a radio with headphones.
On the other table is nothing.
Choose to sit at either table.
Duration: limitless
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Over My Dead Body
Durational performance
Nima Nikakhlagh
November 2019 (proposed)

Location involved: Design Building Atrium, UMass Amherst
Components/Materials: two small tables with two chairs, a radio with headphones, a wooden
box 72 inches long, 28 inches wide, and 23 inches tall, and onions.
Performance arrangement: a table and chair is placed directly across from another table and
chair; between the two is placed the wooden box lengthwise. Inside the box is my living body
atop chopped onions. On one table is a radio with headphones, on the other nothing.
Duration: the piece is expected not to exceed 3 hours. The duration could be shorter if there is
an outside act of intervention.
Description: Over My Dead Body as an interactive performance, is an effort to create a space
for immediate reaction of people in a public context. It aims to force a meditative moment of
self-reflection within an environment symbolic of bustling frenetic everyday life. The action
(through performance) is not meant to immortalize a work of art or an event, but it is meant to
find this very moment of a person’s immediate reaction. It is meant to access a small portion
of their sensitivity and consciousness; this “very moment of immediate reaction” allows for the
planting of a seed of the idea of action, of necessity.
During the performance, I will place myself in the open box. People/passers-by are free to sit at
either table, to listen to the radio via headphones, or to simply watch.
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P-e-a-c-e-P-e-a-c-e-P-e-a-c-e-P-e-a-c-e-P-e-a-c-e
Location-specific performance
Nima Nikakhlagh
April 2019 (proposed)

When I visited Mass MOCA for first time, I felt I am walking through a camp, an internment,
concentration, even prison camp, which is now a museum of contemporary art. The place has
a compound feeling to it. At some point during my visit, I needed to attend to nature; the
restroom, I discovered, is the original factory bathroom, not modern and redesigned as is the
museum space. Still my feeling was more about camps in which people were/are detained
against their will.
This feeling lingered, lead me to research the location and history of Mass MOCA, and later
developed into the idea of a performance in this bathroom. Particularly interesting to me is the
effect this type of space has on a person’s thoughts, behavior, emotional accessibility – people
are in this space for a basic biological reason, one we all share, one none of us can escape; this
is a common biological requirement of all people, an urgent, immediate, common purpose that
is removed from whatever higher level thinking may have been taking place out and about
looking at the museum’s art works. This need removes barriers; it is a complete leveler where
we become equal humans…free in a sense, even peaceful. The room itself, with this specific
and solitary purpose, is function.
When in such a space, with such a base reason, a person becomes more present and available
—their reaction can be nothing but completely genuine. My action (through performance)
meant to access a small portion of spectators-participants sensitivity and consciousness; this
“very moment of immediate reaction” allows for the planting of a seed of the idea of action, of
necessity.
The performance will consist of a podium placed in the Mass MOCA men’s room behind
which I will stand for the duration of museum hours, each day for at least one month; during
that time, I will repeat in a variety of ways the word “peace.” Because I am male, it will only be
possible for me to perform within the men’s room; for this reason, the performance will include
a live feed with audio displayed on a screen within the women’s bathroom; the live feed will
only show me behind the podium and no other part of the men’s room will be visible. On the
wall in both the men’s room and next to the live feed screen will be museum labels describing
the piece.
While Mass MOCA inspired this piece, any similar location could work.
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FREE OUR CAGED CHILDREN
“As the entire 165-year history of the border has shown, this particular antagonism cannot be
“solved” by neoliberalism. Even more, the U.S.-Mexico border stands as a failure of this very line
of thinking, a stark division within a pluralist society. What, then, is the job of the artist here?”32
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FREE OUR CAGED CHILDREN
Site-specific installation-participatory performance
Nima Nikakhlagh
November 2019 (proposed)
We all know that there is an on-going immigration issue at this country’s southern border. It is
sad, stressful and of course painful that children of asylum seekers have been kept in cages for
more than two years at the U.S.-Mexico border. Just looking at some documentary pictures or
reading only one or two paragraphs of the news about their situations and their mental health
conditions would be enough to panic; to rise and to cry out for their immediate release.
FREE OUR CAGED CHILDREN is a political-humanitarian multi-disciplinary art project that
aims to spread our collective voices throughout the country to free our caged children. The
goal of this project is to unite as many universities/institutions as possible as quickly as possible.
University of Massachusetts Amherst is intended to be the starting point for a much larger
effort, and as such, the project will first strive to bring together both the undergraduate and
graduate populations, along with the faculty, to work toward the children’s release. The project
has already garnered the full support of the Art Department Chair and faculty. Once UMass
Amherst has united around this issue, the project will seek to unify universities country-wide.
In this project, the combination of the typographic texts, and political language-based
visual art of the 1980s and ‘90s, High Line Art as an example of recent American contemporary
art; the children in cages at the U.S.-Mexico border as an on-going immigration issue, and
the use of the campus as a site-specific open-air platform, enable us to generate a space for
conversation between art, people, and politics in both nonviolent and critical ways in order to
push for the children’s release. “It is a place where opinions must be exchanged, and distances
reconciled. As a space where the act of seeing is very much at the center of every activity, the
High Line stimulates a constant negotiation of points of views, which is precisely what High
Line Art encourages.”33
To reach the goal for this collaborative art project, we are looking to find a suitable exhibition
space that could be used for a large-scale print and its accompanying sound recording for
public engagement. The installed print and its sound make up the visual component of the
project; there are a number of performative components that will make use of other spaces on
campus/town as well as involve the participation of students and faculty in a variety of ways.
This project’s subject matter and purpose reach beyond aesthetics; activism (action) is
necessary to achieve any socio-political change. The project will bring together other concerned
and interested departments, such as Sociology (specifically Civil Resistance and Social Change),
Political Science, Psychology, Communication and Journalism. Cross-departmental interaction
and awareness, and its resulting larger team effort are required to make a true impact upon
this situation. As opposed to the violent action, which is occurring to the children in cages, our
humanitarian action is absolutely NOT violent. The children have nothing to do with politics
and arms. They are NOT our enemies. We just want them freed. We want them to go to school.
We want them to enjoy their lives with their families, just like our kids.
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While this project is based on my concept, I need your collaboration to make it a reality;
of course, it is already late, but surely there is still time to act. Their voices—our voices—must
reach individual’s ears. Undoubtedly, united people’s voices can make the children’s camps’
doors open.
Description: the installation includes a large-scale print – 12 x 20 feet – on Banner Mesh on
an open wall in a public place on campus (ideally on the Studio Arts Building) with its sound
recording – the American national anthem – which plays once in the morning every business
day. The project will organize a voluntary department-wide (including faculty) “open house” – a
familiar term, especially in art schools, for the activity—live performances—of opening one’s
studio to share one’s work with the public—to take place on a specific date for a specific time
period. During these studio visits, each artist (student and faculty) will engage others and invite
them to join this movement/campaign through their work/performance. Throughout the
project, there will be other object-making and discussion opportunities for students in support
of the project’s goal.
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The College of Humanities
and Fine Arts
Department of Art

Dear Arts Council,
I am writing in support of Nima Nikakhlagh’s application for an Arts Council grant.

11/12/19

‘FREE CAGED CHILDREN,’ is a cry from the heart project proposal by Nima, a current second year graduate
student in our MFA program. This project fulfills all the criteria to make a successful application to the Arts
Council. It is also timely, urgent, and uniquely positioned to use art for social change.
The project clearly fulfills “artistic merit.” Much thought has gone into crafting the image of the lettering to be
posted on a gigantic scale on the wall of the Studio Arts Building. Using the bold, graphic frameworks
established in the 1980’s and 1990’s by artists such as Jenny Holtzer and Barbara Kruger, Nima cleverly aligns
himself with this genre of activist, political art. His aesthetic choice of the ‘red, white, and blue’ palette clearly
exposes the underbelly of Nationalism as frighteningly jingoistic. Lastly, his non decorative, practical, font and
utilitarian, straightforward design use symmetry and bold shape to emphasize his message.
Over the past two years, I have attended almost all of Nima’s performances – except one he did in the stairwell of
the Clark building which houses his studio. In all of his performances, the student body is engaged either through
direct participation, implication, or as conscious, observing beings. Several undergraduate students have been
inspired by his work to go on and do their own performances, evident in the work of BFA students Alice
Erickson, and Jackie De La Rosa, for example. Further, the essence of this project rests in grassroots organising
and word of mouth – Nima is expecting students to participate by sharing on social media, writing to their local
representatives, forming discussion groups, and making their own artworks in response to this crisis. Nima is a
unifying artist who galvanizes students. He excels at working in groups.
This project is ambitious and requires the Art Council as ‘seed money’ to make and install the large image in the
Studio Arts Building. Nima has already met with me to discuss the project and ask for departmental support –
which I gave. Despite the activism in the work, he is following protocol and is respectful of University guidelines
and procedures. He has already been in touch with our building coordinator, Bob Woo regarding necessary steps
to install in public buildings.
I strongly support this project and encourage the Arts Council to support Nima in his artistic endeavours.
Yours Sincerely,
Professor Shona Macdonald
Chair,
Department of Art

University of Massachusetts • 110 Thatcher Rd. • Amherst, MA 01003
413.545.1903 • www.umass.edu/art
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FREE OUR CAGED CHILDREN (documentation #2), image-text, 2020
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As a socially-engaged and activism-driven
artist, I too see that the United States
government’s immigration policy’s structural
violence,

stemming

from

neoliberalist

ideology and nationalism, has crossed the line
into direct personal/physical violence with its
caging of children at the U.S.-Mexico border.
This latest development is an urgent call to
action. This specific state-ordered violence
that has led to the annihilation of thousands
of children’s lives will permanently mark
this disgraceful period of American political
behavior through history, just as it will forever
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alter the cultural and physical landscape of
those affected. In order to address social
issues, and of course to act upon this particular
anti-humanitarian atrocity, “artivism” must
challenge the new and unfortunate culture
of complacency and powerlessness that
seems to have taken hold of the U.S. citizenry
by returning power to the people through
collective action and voice. If traditional
activism has not played/doesn’t play a role in
the population’s everyday lives, art always has
and does in some form. So again, ‘what, then,
is the job of the artist here?’
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WARS ARE NEVER FAIR, performance still, 2019, photo by Lucia Bekes
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IS AMERICA AMERICA IS
an attempt to exercise participatory democracy in a way that the created situation seeks more
contact with people, and at the same time, asks for public entry to the decision-making process
that is to affect their political lives. It is meant to access a small portion of their sensitivity and
consciousness; critically, this invitation to “freedom of speech” allows for the planting of a seed
of the idea of action, of necessity.
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IS AMERICA AMERICA IS
Performance-sculpture
Nima Nikakhlagh
May 2020 (proposed)

Locations involved: location-specific to the Sculpture Center - In Practice, ground floor, center of
“E” (entrance) area; floor space required: 19” x 13”
Components/materials: during the performance: printed letter size paper, my body, and small
United States of America flag; after the performance, and for the duration of the exhibition:
printed letter size paper, two pencils, and museum label.
Performance duration: as long as I can hold the flag aloft.
Description: IS AMERICA AMERICA IS begins as a “still-life” performance that transitions to
a performative sculpture; the sculpture is outlined on the floor with white tape. During the
opening, my body, standing upon two equal height stacks of pre-printed letter size paper
(approximately 8” high), and holding the United States flag aloft, will greet Sculpture Center
visitors in much the same way as an historic monument. When I am no longer physically able to
hold the flag up, the flag and I will leave the space. This marks the end of the performance and
the beginning of the performative sculpture. At this time, one black pencil is placed on each
stack of paper and the museum label is placed on the floor just to the right of the two paper
stacks. On the museum label, after the formal piece information, is printed “I stood, one foot
upon each stack, and held the United States flag aloft with my right hand until I was no longer
physically able. Please take pages, write your thoughts, and do with them as you will.” The
pages are printed with “IS AMERICA...” (left stack) and “AMERICA IS...” (right stack) with the rest of
each lined sheet left blank. During the exhibition, Sculpture Center staff should be instructed
to allow visitors to touch and remove sheets of paper (and even pencils), and to replenish the
papers and pencils (provided by artist) as needed to maintain the original sculpture (paper
stacks) at approximately their starting height, one pencil upon each.
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THE EMBODIED PUBLIC BODY ON CAMPUS:

a piece to perform
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It is a pandemic. Let’s assume it is not.
We all are staying inside. Let’s imagine we are not.
We are not doing public events. Let’s say we are.
We are not allowed to make public art performances on campus. Let’s pretend we are.
The campus is politically a giant private space. Let’s call it “public” for now.
We cannot prove it. Let’s observe it.
I am standing outside on campus in front of the bus station facing the Studio Arts Building.
You embody my action there while I am not there.
Another me is standing across the street in front of another bus station facing the Fine Arts
Center. You, my dear, embody another me there across the street while the other me is also
not there.
Let’s hear all the sounds outside as ‘normal’ streetlife.
Let’s imagine people are moving around like real public space and time.
I am wrapping my body with plaster bandages while I am inhaling the SAB.
Another me is blowing up countless white balloons nonstop while he is exhaling the FAC.
Let’s feel all the interactions and interruptions caused by this embodied performance.
Let’s ignore the buses that pass frequently through our bodies and cut off our voices.
We are trying to get louder and louder.
Let’s believe that someone will hear us.
Let’s believe that someone will see us.
At least another someone across the street.
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THE EMBODIED PUBLIC BODY ON CAMPUS:

a piece to read
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I-T-I-S-A-P-A-N-D-E-M-I-C-L-E-T-’S-A-S-S-U-M-E-I-T-I-S-N-O-T
W-E-A-L-L-A-R-E-S-T-A-Y-I-N-G-I-N-S-I-D-E-L-E-T’-S-I-M-A-G-I-N-E-W-E-A-R-E-N-O-T
W-E-A-R-E-N-O-T-D-O-I-N-G-P-U-B-L-I-C-E-V-E-N-T-S-L-E-T-’S-S-A-Y-W-E-A-R-E
W-E-A-R-E-N-O-T-A-L-L-O-W-E-D-T-O-M-A-K-E-P-U-B-L-I-C-A-R-T-P-E-R-F-O-R-M-A-N-C-E-S-O-NC-A-M-P-U-S-L-E-T-’S-P-R-E-T-E-N-D-W-E-A-R-E
T-H-E-C-A-M-P-U-S-I-S-P-O-L-I-T-I-C-A-L-L-Y-A-G-I-A-N-T-P-R-I-V-A-T-E-S-P-A-C-E-L-E-T-’S-C-A-L-LI-T-“P-U-B-L-I-C-”-F-O-R- N-O-W
W-E-C-A-N-N-O-T-P-R-O-V-E-I-T-L-E-T-’S-O-B-S-E-R-V-E-I-T
I-A-M-S-T-A-N-D-I-N-G-O-U-T-S-I-D-E-O-N-C-A-M-P-U-S-I-N-F-R-O-N-T-O-F-T-H-E-B-U-S-S-T-A-T-IO-N-F-A-C-I-N-G- T-H-E-S-T-U-D-I-O-A-R-T-S-B-U-I-L-D-I-N-G-Y-O-U-E-M-B-O-D-Y-M-Y-A-C-T-I-ON-T-H-E-R-E-W-H-I-L-E-I-A-M-N-O-T-T-H-E-R-E
A-N-O-T-H-E-R-M-E-I-S-S-T-A-N-D-I-N-G-A-C-R-O-S-S-T-H-E-S-T-R-E-E-T-I-N-F-R-O-N-T-O-F-A-NO-T-H-E-R-B-U-S-S-T-A-T-I-O-N-F-A-C-I-N-G-T-H-E-F-I-N-E-A-R-T-S-C-E-N-T-E-R
Y-O-U-M-Y-D-E-A-R-E-M-B-O-D-Y-A-N-O-T-H-E-R-M-E-T-H-E-R-E-A-C-R-O-S-S-T-H-E-S-T-R-E-E-TW-H-I-L-E-T-H-E-O-T-H-E-R-M-E-I-S-A-L-S-O-N-O-T-T-H-E-R-E
L-E-T-’S-H-E-A-R-A-L-L-T-H-E-S-O-U-N-D-S-O-U-T-S-I-D-E-A-S-‘N-O-R-M-A-L’-S-T-R-E-E-T-L-I-F-EL-E-T-’S-I-M-A-G-I-N-E-P-E-O-P-L-E-A-R-E-M-O-V-I-N-G-A-R-O-U-N-D-L-I-K-E-R-E-A-L-P-U-B-L-I-CS-P-A-C-E-A-N-D-T-I-M-E
I-A-M-W-R-A-P-P-I-N-G-M-Y-B-O-D-Y-W-I-T-H-P-L-A-S-T-E-R-B-A-N-D-A-G-E-S-W-H-I-L-E-I-A-M-IN-H-A-L-I-N-G-T-H-E-S-A-B
A-N-O-T-H-E-R-M-E-I-S-B-L-O-W-I-N-G-U-P-C-O-U-N-T-L-E-S-S-W-H-I-T-E-B-A-L-L-O-O-N-S-N-ON-S-T-O-P-W-H-I-L-E-H-E-I-S-E-X-H-AL-I-N-G-T-H-E-F-A-C
L-E-T-’S-F-E-E-L-A-L-L-T-H-E-I-N-T-E-R-A-C-T-I-O-N-S-A-N-D-I-N-T-E-R-R-U-P-T-I-O-N-S-C-A-U-S-ED-B-Y-T-H-I-S-E-M-B-O-D-I-E-D-P-E-R-F-O-R-M-A-N-C-E
L-E-T-’S-I-G-N-O-R-E-T-H-E-B-U-S-E-S-T-H-A-T-P-A-S-S-F-R-E-Q-U-E-N-T-L-Y-T-H-R-O-U-G-H-O-UR-B-O-D-I-E-S-A-N-D-C-U-T-O-F-F-O-U-R-V-O-I-C-E-S
W-E-A-R-E-T-R-Y-I-N-G-T-O-G-E-T-L-O-U-D-E-R-A-N-D-L-O-U-D-E-R
L-E-T-’S-B-E-L-I-E-V-E-T-H-A-T-S-O-M-E-O-N-E-W-I-L-L-H-E-A-R-U-S
L-E-T-’S-B-E-L-I-E-V-E-T-H-A-T-S-O-M-E-O-N-E-W-I-L-L-S-E-E-U-S
A-T-L-E-A-S-T-A-N-O-T-H-E-R-S-O-M-E-O-N-E-A-C-R-O-S-S-T-H-E-S-T-R-E-E-T
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THEORETICAL—PRACTICAL CONCLUSION
Since our biological life and political life have become indistinguishable from each other,
and everything has become strategic, and if the aim of contemporary art today is still to be
influential, then, contemporary art must also be strategic.

SUB-SECTION ON “THE CONTEMPORARY” — IN ART / EDUCATION / SOCIETY
For me, the term ‘contemporariness’ has always been challenging and raises many fundamental
questions. Of course, Agamben’s profound interpretation of contemporaneity, and his decisive
answer to the question “What Is the Contemporary?”34, can totally convince us and lead us from
a theoretical dialogue to the world of action. “Contemporariness is, then, a singular relationship
with one’s own time, which adheres to it and, at the same time, keeps a distance from it.
More precisely, it is that relationship with time that adheres to it through a disjunction and an
anachronism.”35 Nonetheless, my question as a practitioner, a seeker who always looks at the
world, and basically life, through the lens of art, is that how do I define being contemporary, or
more precisely, how do I practice contemporariness? Or how do I make my art contemporary?
Or the same as the original question: ‘What Is the Contemporary?’
It is clear that contemporary art cannot be separated from contemporary life. It cannot
be anything else. We contemporaries have created and defined time, extracted the word
contemporary through language from the heart of time, mastered it, developed it, and presented
it. We as contemporary bodies have conceptualized the contemporary and understood it.
Therefore, we are constantly at the heart of contemporary time, but not necessarily representing
it in its constructed situation. This is just like when we are in our body but not certainly ‘present’
in it. We are contemporaries in that our private biological body—our very life—is never
separate from our political body even for a moment. If a philosopher is the one who realizes
the potentiality of thought, who brings philosophical concepts into existence? If the object
of philosophy is always to create new concepts, what is the object of contemporariness for an
artist? If a person—a philosopher—is committed to the origins of philosophy, how can this
principle be different in the category of art, or even in the category of education? How can
the approach of an educator be something other than the approach of a philosopher or an
artist while all three intellectual contemporary gestures are living in the same contemporary
situation?
“The contemporary is he who firmly holds his gaze on his own time so as to perceive not
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its light, but rather its darkness. […] The contemporary is precisely the person who knows how
to see this obscurity, who is able to write by dipping his pen in the obscurity of the present.”36
If we know and agree with this statement, what really is our approach and responsibility for
this awareness? How can we realize in act the potentiality of contemporariness? Shouldn’t we
educators—especially art educators—be contemporary? Is it not our task to persuade those
who legislate for us, and beyond that, compel us to abide by those legislated rules—which are in
complete contradiction with the nature of art and education—that the educational apparatus
must also think and be contemporary? For we teach contemporary art in our classrooms,
we build Museums of Contemporary Art on our campuses, we expect our students to learn
from us, but the fact is that we do not allow them to practice and experiment with their own
thoughts. If not here, then where? It is exactly as if we teach all the musical instruments to the
students but deprive them of the freedom to compose. Or we give our students a degree in
literature and officially introduce them as poets, but do not allow them to write poetry as a poet
writes. In which library and for what purpose are such theses kept that all are condemned to
wear uniforms like military soldiers? This is an important question to consider. Another serious
and fundamental question for legislators is: why should an educational institution not give
the authority and freedom to its art department to create the capacity and opportunities—
beyond the classroom—for their students to act, and for their students to have real and greater
experiences during their academic career which travel with them into the real world? What will
be the restricted students’ role in tomorrow’s society?
Do we feel that we should be extremely sensitive to our lives, and consequently, make
life, and movement itself, the most essential condition for producing any question? To what
degree do we feel that life is not a joke? Each of us as a conscious persona in our life, whether
as an artist, intellectual, or scholar, has, of course, asked ourselves (at least once) the root
meaning and application of art and education. We have also, and certainly, noticed the invisible
violent policies and systematic limitations that have been imposed by the politics-education
apparatus. Such an existing but invisible structural power of control and censorship in the state
of education is like the operation of temples; “temples have always been emblems of power,
but in a way disguised by the spirituality of their practices and their claims.”37 Since the state of
education expresses—in the same way as temples—the spirit of service to life by connecting
knowledge to action, the realities of power, policies, and censorship necessarily remain invisible.
As Herbert Read states in his book Education Through Art, "freedom is a condition of education,
[…] and one must naturally be first free and independent, but independence is a path and
not a dwelling place. […] Freedom in education is nothing else but possessing the ability to
become united. It is the run before the leap, the tuning of the violin before it plays. The struggle
for freedom, to which men rightly dedicate their lives, should be regarded as a struggle for the
right to experiment: liberty is not an end in itself, not a policy or a programme. To be free of all
ties is a misfortune – to be borne as a cross, not as a crown of glory. It means that responsibility,
instead of being shared by many generations, must be personal. To live in freedom is a personal
responsibility, or it is a mere farce.”38
Now that we know what the contemporary is, whether in terms of chronological meaning,
or as a philosophical concept, or its literal life function, we must consider the characteristics
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of our time and, in fact, we must act upon the reality of the politically constructed situation in
which we live. According to this imperative, being ‘the contemporary’ no longer belongs only
to the philosophical context. It is a social task and a daily practice for us contemporary bodies. It
is our choice to acknowledge its vital importance to undertake it and exercise it or do nothing.
Undoubtedly, the artist, like any other human being, is the child of his or her time, but he or
she is not and should not be obedient to it or subject to favoritism. It is the artist who has always
been able to free him/herself from the rules and be a manifestation of dynamism, flourishing,
and creation. Hence, artistry is more of a gesture than a skill. “Gesture is the name of [the]
intersection between life and art, act and power, general and particular, text and execution. It
is a moment of life subtracted from the context of individual biography as well as a moment of
art subtracted from the neutrality of aesthetics: it is pure praxis.”39
Returning to the prevailing theory that the artist is, or should be, aware of the condition of
his or her time, the question that arises, at least for me, is, what is the purpose of art? Answering
this question requires personal clarification. Why art? What do I want out of art? Perhaps we
should first determine which of the two following basic questions takes precedence over the
other: “What is art?” and/or “Why do we make art?” If we had the right to choose only one
question to answer, which one would we choose? Is our priority to know why we make art, or
is it to define what art is? In fact, how crucial is it for an artist—the contemporary—to answer
these clichéd (but not meaningless) questions?
This argumentation is not only taking place while the issues of the age of the spectacle are
still unresolved, but while widespread destructive numbness empties and nullifies every real
identity. It is precisely the politics in which we live. Guy Debord’s The Society of the Spectacle is
the clearest, most profound, contemporary analysis of the miseries and suppression of a society
that now has extended over the globe. “It is clear that the society of the spectacle is also one in
which all social identities have dissolved and in which everything that for centuries represented
the splendor and misery of the generations succeeding themselves on Earth has by now lost all
its significance.”40 From this perspective, the vital importance of radical action toward humanity
and freedom must be understood and supported. “Like modern society itself, the spectacle is
at once united and divided. In both, unity is grounded in a split. As it emerges in the spectacle,
however, this contradiction is itself contradicted by virtue of a reversal of its meaning: division
is presented as unity, and unity as division.”41 There is no doubt that when we take a closer and
critical look at art-making today, we find that contemporary art based on Agamben’s definition
of contemporariness is extremely minimal in the face of the intensity and multiplicity of the
destructiveness of contemporary politics. With that said, being compromised by the standards
of the society of the spectacle has captured the public and public opinion. “The revolution used
to have to compromise with capital and with power, just as the church had to come to terms
with the modern world. Thus, the motto that has guided the strategy of progressivism during
the march toward its coming to power slowly took shape: one has to yield on everything, one
has to reconcile everything with its opposite, intelligence with television and advertisement, the
working class with capital, freedom of speech with the state of the spectacle, the environment
with industrial development, science with opinion, democracy with the electoral machine, bad
conscience and abjuration with memory and loyalty.”42
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Living in the state of contemporary politics, in Agamben’s words “the state of exception that
has now become the rule” brings up the repetitive and historical question of ‘what is life?’. Isn’t
it worth asking this fundamental question again and again? The sad and miserable division
and dissociation that rules our existence stemmed from ‘progressivism’ which is the principle of
compromise. Whenever we say the word ‘life’, we must accept that it does not mean its external
form, but instead means the sensitive and existential core that its external form cannot touch,
and does not have access to, unless we go beyond that. What gives our time a demonic face
is that we seek art, and thus life, only in external forms. We forget that mysterious realities can
be revealed even in the most difficult and complex situations. Even those under the pressure
of torture, convey the secrets they want through the gestures and signs they leave behind. If
contemporary art is not about contemporary life, then what is it about, and what does it serve? If
we accept the new fashionable yet erroneous way of thinking that, because countless thinkers,
philosophers, and artists have done a great job in the past, and have already answered these
questions, it is no longer something new and valuable for art and its market, then we are truly
looking at life as an object and not as an essence of being, an existence. The existence of art is
inseparable from the existence of life. To me this inseparability represents a total commitment
to knowing art not as something I do, but something I live—I call this truth-life. We need life,
first and foremost, and we need to believe in what gives us life and existence. It seems that this
is where the democratic materialistic society of the spectacle strikes its fatal blow and does
not allow the principle of life, which is also to be free, to exist. Each time we look at the three
phenomena of Humanity, Art, and Education, at any time, and from any angle, the element of
life is inseparably immersed in it.

SUB-SECTION ON “DIGITAL LIFE” — TECHNOLOGY IN ART / EDUCATION / SOCIETY
As we must consider the characteristics of our time, and one enormous life-altering characteristic
of our time now is the ever-present, overwhelming reliance upon technology, let us agree that
life today is more a digital life than just the modern machinery of life. By digital, I mean the
rule of ‘speed’ and ‘ease’ which dominates human life and relationships. This digitalization of
Western civilization has extended well beyond the West, and its impact can be clearly seen
even on the rich Eastern cultures and traditions that date back thousands of years. The two
features of speed and ease in operation of a digital device go hand in hand and avert any
idea of pause. As a result, the term ‘digital life’ can be a more acquired phrase for the present
discussion and gives us a more precise meaning. This rapid and superficial form of life that is
nothing but the developed plan of democratic materialism, is the reality of our daily lives and
one of the destructive rules of our time that is obliterating human nature and values. This is the
annihilation of the human being through time that must be seen, understood, and severely
criticized, but beyond that, it must be fought to prevent the death of human emotions, peace,
and freedom, even if it seems naïve. In order to defend life itself, as a naked form, an absolute
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human right, and its undeniable connection with art and contemporaneity, we must do further
exhumation and reconsider another historical question: do I make art for art's sake and its
market, or do I make art with the intention of emancipation? Should art be only in the service
of art, or life? This is like asking what is the purpose of education. Is education to produce as
many degrees as possible like a business, or is it to stay faithful to the aim of education through
art which is “the creation of artists or of people efficient in the various modes of expression”43 ?
If the latter, my performance as a student-artist cannot and should not be different from each
other. If my own decision has been to know and make art in the service of truth-life, which it
still is, hereafter, I do not have to compromise to censorship and the suppressive political rules
of the educational community and institutions just to receive a degree or simply to survive. On
the contrary, I have to commit to the spirit of education, and consider the truth of the act of
creation and pursue it. I think and believe that I also have to stand for the integrity of the artist
and educator, both in my personal and social life, which are ultimately one. Of course, when
we talk about art and education, we are no longer just considered as individuals. We are all
people. Our lives are deeply entwined with others in society, whether politically, economically,
culturally, or simply as fellow human beings. This is an undeniable fact. Therefore, we may need,
additionally, to consider the necessity of experimentation and the significance of innovation in
education—in other words, the importance of the avant-garde. It is still conceivable to defend
the notion of the avant-garde not only in terms of form, but rather as gesture—radical action,
to reconsider human life and its values. Is this something defendable? It is a question whether
it is wrong to defend a legacy and primitive historical character. I wonder whether it is naïve to
resist injustice in order to defend the truth. This begs the question of what to make of our human
legacy. Where does the legacy of art as truth and experience lie? I contend that the Fine Arts as
well as our human legacy lie within the matter of creation. Then I must ask is artistic creativity
something detached from the structure of art education, or education in general? These initial
questions are not easily answered; in fact, they lead to many more truth-life questions that
inform my daily practice.
Consider the following fundamental, existential questions: if the essence of art and
artists’ commitment to themselves and their community and society is to draw close people’s
attention to life, what should be his or her art form? If the form of a work of art is the indivisible
receptacle from the content of the work, how can this form itself become life? In what way can
my body (our body), my life (our life) reflect the contemporary situation? What is the difference
between my body and others? What is the difference between my life and others’ life? We all
get one birth, one life, and one death. Let’s explore this discussion in more detail. For instance,
if the content of a work of art that is intertwined with its human nature disagrees with the
content of contemporary digitalization, then, should the form of the work be as fast, easy, and
superficial as the essence of the digital world is? How can such a work of art pause the fastmoving audience today and pull them into the work? In what manner can a purely digital work
shock the contemporary human and literally emancipate them as much as possible from the
world that they are immersed within, and furthermore, provide conditions for the audience to
be able to perceive themselves, their lives, and even the world around them from a distance?
The need to interrupt, to shock, to create distance, as the imperative strategy, has become a
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central focus of my thoughts and practice as a performance-driven artist. That is, precisely, the
place where the moment finds its meaning and plays its vital role. For example, the possibility
of pausing a frame of a film while we are watching it, allows us to separate ourselves from the
time, mood, and atmosphere of the story, and at the same time, from such detachment, we
are able to consciously focus on the specific point that we want and analyze it from a distance.
Therefore, relatively, another practical question arises: how can an analog life be paused for
a moment, like a digital device or the computer, and allowed to be reviewed and analyzed
from the outside? Only art can answer this need. As American Physicist Freeman Dyson tells
us, software and technology facilities are useful means but they’re not all that philosophically
important. We all agree that technology is a great thing and has done a great deal for us, but
the essence of human nature is not changed by it, nor are the most important questions of
humanity.
Some excellent examples of digital technology serving as tools in the furtherance of
art’s truthful representation of human life can be found in the medium of cinema in which
the best filmmakers create the time, mood, and atmosphere of the story and do so without
having those tools take center stage. In terms of technique and form, what is the characteristic
difference between filmmakers who look at life itself through the lens of a camera, such as
Ingmar Bergman, Yasujirō Ozu, Abbas Kiarostami, and the like, and other filmmakers who use
the movie industry and special effects as the main focus of their work? Although all films in
the world are a cinematic lie, or in the sense of philosophy “the element of cinema is gesture
and not image,”44 it can be said with certainty, and it is a fact that the scenes we see in Ozu
or Kiarostami’s cinema, for instance, are significantly close scenes and movements of real life
itself. Kiarostami said that he always tried his best to use the least industrial and technological
facilities of the cinema to get as close as possible to the simplicity and reality of life. Despite
the fact he likened the digital camera to freedom for filmmakers, he proved that he was not
concerned with the technology and its potential. The filmmaker expressed the simple truth that
just a camera and a tripod are enough for the cinema to capture life itself. His films reveal this
important secret to us. It is notable to point out that Kiarostami, not only as a film director but
as a great artist alone, is a perfect recent contemporary example of the claim that art and life
can be brought together even by a digital device. The reality is that the feelings and its effects
that are produced in encounter with art are completely separate from digital life, regardless of
if the experience is mediated by art or not. In none of his works, whether photographs, films, or
even his conceptual installations, can any sign of speed, ease, and digital superficiality be seen
or felt.

CONCLUSION SUB-SECTIONS
Now, let me return to the major thought of this argumentation and follow the subject from
the perspective of the performance art medium which is directly connected to my current art
practice. Historically, “performance has been considered as a way of bringing to life the many
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formal and conceptual ideas on which the making of art is based. Live gestures have constantly
been used as a weapon against the convention of established art. […] Moreover, within the
history of the avant garde—meaning those artists who led the field in breaking with each
successive tradition—performance in the twentieth century has been at the forefront of such
an activity: an avant-avant-garde.”45 Despite the origins of performance art as an established
medium of artistic expression, rooted in the visual arts, on one hand, and the performing arts
such as theatre, dance, and music, on the other, performance art itself is arguably connected to
life more than anything else. In fact, all the arts mentioned in addition to cinema are all artistic
representations of life. However performance art, otherwise expressed as the body present
as subject and object in contemporary art practice, directly enacts and engages the space of
real life. To be more precise, that is to say, in theatre, or cinema, even the fine arts, we always
imagine them as something set in a different reality. Performance art, particularly long duration
performances and participatory performances, becomes life itself. For that reason, the liveness
of a performance art is an essential vehicle to communicate with the audience. It wields the
possibility of interrupting the fast-paced life of our socio-political contexts. This interference
in the space of life, society, and politics, is something that Western politics, civilization, and
consequently its culture, is strongly opposed to. Western culture does not want the body to
intervene as a living and conscious character. Moreover, this deprives us of the opportunity ‘to
live’.
Clearly, I am not saying anything new, but I consider it important to emphasize that we
are too much dependent upon technology, our computers, and smart phones etc., and as
a result, forget about our body, senses, feelings, and emotions, in one word, our soul. That
said, everything we do is actually working with and within the brain just like an apparatus,
a machine, a device, and disregarding the existence of the body, our collective body. We do
not translate things to our body where feelings, emotion and all senses play a role, where all
come together, where the body and soul become one and inseparable. Since the active body of
the artist and the audience, in performance art, is directly connected to life itself, it more than
any other medium, can get so close to us that it touches our life and even our body. Hence,
we can claim that the performance art medium is the only possible form that is capable of
binding us, both physically and psychologically, to ourselves and those around us. It is also
able to make life tangible for both the performer and the participant. It can even invisibly
penetrate under our skin. Essentially, the post-war radical movements and avant-garde artists
who turned to the strategic use of the body and created a phenomenon called body art are
proof of this claim. “They explored the notion of consciousness, reaching to express the self
that is invisible, formless, and liminal. They have addressed the issues of risk, fear, death,
danger and sexuality, at times when the body has been most threatened by these things.”46
They defended human rights and values, mainly with the body, blood, and breath—ultimately
nothing but life—and these actions can be easily traced to countless examples in pages of
contemporary art history. Some such historical examples, both as collective and individual
artists, are the Guerrilla Art Action Group (GAAG), works by Viennese Actionists, Yoko Ono, Gina
Pane, Ana Mendieta, Valie Export and her notion of ‘expanded cinema’ through the live body,47
among many others who used performance—action—to bring direct attention to human
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crises. But for the most part, contemporary democratic politics has been able to dismantle the
infrastructure of these collective and unified actions and movements. It is not a surprise that
this phenomenon appeared in most of the countries around the world that were involved in
the contemporary wars. The increasingly commodified human life injected with ‘speed’ and
‘ease’, actually developed the conditions of digital life. That is to say, that we human beings are
becoming more and more distant from each other and becoming more and more dependent
upon technology and its instructions. This disintegration of us smells like death more than ever.
We are digital bodies. Efficient but obedient bodies.
Let us ask ourselves the last questions like this: in such a ‘state of exception’ in which we
live, who can shake a person from inside more than an artist, a philosopher, or an educator?
Who has the ability to repair the broken spine of a life? I ask us to consider the fate of art and
the artist who stands against the unjust rules of power and does not abide by them. Will they
be expelled, fired, deported, or exiled? We are deprived of our personal life, so much so that it
seems there are no other places left to be exiled. This begs the question if political resistance
means the same as avant-garde gesture in political art and art politics. Perhaps, the key is
returning to philosophy again and again. And so, returning to Agamben again one last time,
“The avant-garde, which has lost itself over time, also pursues the primitive and the archaic. It
is in this sense that one can say that the entry point to the present necessarily takes the form
of an archeology; an archeology that does not, however, regress to a historical past, but returns
to that part within the present that we are absolutely incapable of living. What remains unlived
therefore is incessantly sucked back toward the origin, without ever being able to reach it. […]
The attention to this “unlived” is the life of the contemporary. And to be contemporary means
in this sense to return to a present where we have never been.”48 I commit to the pursuit of the
contemporary, the spirit of education, and the truth of the act of creation. This is not a thesis,
this is a moment—a truth-life.
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A MANIFESTO

A person’s life
Moments are required for a life.
Moments, and always, and questions
What era are we living in? Post-postmodernism, or beyond that even? Clearly we are still defined
as human beings. But what kind of being? Whatever kind though our organism still works with
warm blood. That’s a fact. The warm body still has senses. Is this true? Does the warm body still
have feelings? I think so. We should have emotion then. Is emotion required for this kind of
human life that we have now? Another fact is that the human body does have a brain. This is
truth. Does contemplating matter? Perhaps? Does emotion, thinking, feelings, senses, love, life,
matter? Essentially, does a warm body matter? Do ethics matter? Perhaps? Does a better being
matter? Does peace matter? If it all matters, then where are we? Who are we? If a better being
matters, then time should matter. Moments matter. Moments matter as a starting point no
matter where we are – post-postmodern era or meta-modernism. Moments should be required
for a new world; revolutionary moments.
Moments
of love
of risk
of pain
of touch
moments
to love
to risk
to receive
to touch
moments
of losing
of gaining
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of making
of breaking
all bright moments are required for a person’s life
all dark moments are required for a person’s life
liveness is required for a person’s life
happiness is required for a person’s life
sadness is required for a person’s life
energy is required too
to have
to give
to get
to change
but the reality is fear which is a culture now, which is there, which has been there for a long time
but a person must not be a chicken
death is part of a person’s life
fear cannot stop a person’s death
An artist’s work
Moments are required for a life and art.
Moments, and always, and questions
The requirements for an artist:
there must be a clear difference between an artist and an art worker
artist’s life is required for an artist
artist’s understanding of totalitarianism is required for an artist
artist’s understanding of a people is required for an artist
artist’s ethic is required for an artist
artist’s obligation is required for an artist
artist’s experience is required for an artist
artist’s cognition is required for an artist
artist’s boldness is required for an artist
artist’s sensibility is required for an artist
artist’s sensitivity is required for an artist
artist’s body is required for an artist
artist’s uncertainty is required for an artist
artist’s social responsibility is required for an artist
artist’s radicalism is required for an artist
artist’s becoming is required for an artist
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Aesthetic argumentation of an artist
there must be a clear difference between art and something else
an aesthetic revolution is required for a contemporary artist’s work
society is required for an artist’s work
social time is required for an artist’s work
power relationship is required for an artist’s work
temporality is required for an artist’s work
philosophy is required for an artist’s work
political aesthetic is required for an artist’s work
risk-taking is required for an artist’s work
an event in the world of art, with the artist’s relation to a real world is required for an artist’s work
entertainment is NOT required for an artist’s work
fear is NOT required for an artist’s work
everyday studio practice is NOT required for an artist’s work
Radical position of an artist
there must be a clear difference between a capitalist and an artist
art must not be capital
an artist must not be a capitalist
art should not be voiceless
an artist should not be a survivor
art should not be decorative
an artist should not be a laborer
art should make a history
an artist should not be an historian
art should talk with people
an artist should stretch across borderlines
art must not be at the service of political power
an artist must be against political power
an artist must wake up with a question
an artist must go to bed with a question
an artist must die with a question
death is part of an artist’s life
a body is required for an artist’s death
a grave is required for both a person’s corpse and an artist’s dead body.
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1 - Foucault, This Is Not a Pipe, 1983, 12.
2 -The term artivist originated in the late 1990s during a meeting of East L.A. Chicana/o art
movement artists and Mexican Zapatistas.
3 - Asante, Jr., M. K., IT’S BIGGER THAN HIP HOP: the rise of the post-hip-hop generation, St.
Martin’s Press, New York, 2008, 203.
4 - See The Oxford Companion to Philosophy, 2005, 915.
5 - Ibid., 916.
6 - Foucault, This Is Not a Pipe, 1983, 19.
7 - Ibid., 21.
8 - See “Third Sketch of a Manifesto of Affirmationist Art” in Badiou, Polemics, 2011, 143.
9 - Badiou, Bodies, Languages, Truths, 2006.
10 - Michelet, The People, 1973, 120.
11 - Badiou, Bodies, Languages, Truths, 2006.
12 - A Greek word signifying opinions, beliefs, conjectures, estimates. A very important notion
in Aristotle’s philosophical methodology, where it means the ‘things that are said’ by many
[…]. See The Oxford Companion to Philosophy, 2005, 220.
13 - Badiou, Bodies, Languages, Truths, 2006.
14 - Agamben, Resistance in Art, lecture delivered at European Graduate School, August 2014.
15 - Vinthagen and Anna Johansson, Conceptualizing ‘Everyday Resistance’: A Transdisciplinary
Approach, 2020, 28.
16 - Badiou, Polemics, 2011, 137.
17 - See Chapter 1, To be young, today: sense and nonsense in Badiou, The True Life, 30-38.
18 - Badiou, Bodies, Languages, Truths, 2006.
19 - Kester, The One and The Many: Contemporary Collaboration Art in a Global Context, Duke
University Press, 2011, 176.
20 - Rancière, The Emancipated Spectator, trans. Gregory Elliott, Verso, 2009, 19.
21 - Kester, The One and The Many, 2011, 19.
22 - Helguera, Education for Socially Engaged Art, Jorge Pinto Books New York, 2011, 12.
23 - Ibid., 13.
24 - Sholette, Dark Matter: Art and Politics in the Age of Enterprise Culture, Pluto Press, 2011, ix.
25 - Rancière, The Emancipated Spectator, 17.
26 - Kester, The One and The Many, 2011, 19.
27 - Sholette, Dark Matter, 2011, ix.
28 - Rancière, DISSENSUS On Politics and Aesthetics, 2010, 142.
29 - Kafka, The Great Wall of China, trans. Willa and Edwin Muir, Schocken books. New York,
1970, 160-161.
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30 - Kirostami, A wolf Lying in Wait (Selected Poems), Sokhan, 2005, 44.
31 - Kester, The One and The Many, 2011, 188.
32 - Sheren, Portable Borders: Performance Art and Politics on the U.S. Frontera Since 1984, 2015,
16.
33 - See “A History of High Line Art” in High Art: Public Art on the High Line, 2015, 17.
34 - Agamben, Giorgio, WHAT IS AN APPARATUS?, trans. by David Kishik and Stefan Pedatella,
Stanford University Press, 2009, 39.
35 - Ibid., 41.
36 - Ibid., 44.
37 - Danto, After the End of Art: contemporary art and the pale of history, Princeton University
Press, 1997, 182.
38 - Read, Education Through Art, Pantheon Books, 1974., 288-289.
39 - Agamben, Means Without End, Trans. Vincenzo Binetti and Cesare Casarino, University of
Minnesota Press, 2000, 79.
40 - Ibid., 87.
41 - Debord, The Society of the Spectacle, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith, Zone Books, 1999, 36.
42 - Agamben, Means Without End, 136.
43 - Read, Education Through Art, 11.
44 - Agamben, Means Without End, 54.
45 - Goldberg, Performance Art from Futurism to the Present, Thames & Hudson World of Art,
Third edition, 2014, 7.
46 - The Artist’s Body, edited by Tracey Warr, Phaidon Press, 2015, 11.
47 - In public performance, TAP and TOUCH CINEMA, 1968, Export made and carried a box
attached to her bare torso, participants were invited to put their hands through the curtain
covering the opening and touch her body. Her notion of ‘expanded cinema’ was that the live
body activated the experimental screen-free “film”.
48 - Agamben, Giorgio, WHAT IS AN APPARATUS?, 51-52.
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